SUBJECT: Unit Journal for the month of June 1944.

TO : ADJUTANT GENERAL, Washington, D. C.

1. The following is a summary of the Journal of the 83d Quartermaster Company for the month of June 1944:


June 2, 1944 - Keele Hall, England. Coordinates 54N 2965. 1 E. M. transferred to Detachment of Patients 83d General Hospital.


June 10, 1944 - Keele Hall, England. One Officer and Four E. M. attached from Division Headquarters for rations and quarters.


June 16, 1944 - In route to Marshalling Area. One E. M. duty to absent sick 83d General Hospital. Departed Keele Hall 2130 by motor convey for permanent change of station. Detail of one Officer and 23 E. M. remained as rear detail.


June 18, 1944 - U. S. A. T. ***. Embarked 1000.


June 30, 1944 - Beaumont, France. W.T. 385895. Rear detail of one Officer and 23 E. M. returned to Unit. Status

(Unit Journal of the 83d QM Co. cont'd)